
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Taking virtual reality to the streets 
 
Rickshaw Revolution is a unique business idea that reimagines existing 
virtual reality technology to create immersive rickshaw tours along 
Newcastle’s beautiful foreshore. 
 
Proponent Blake Forrester pitched the idea for the rickshaw tours at HRF 
Centre’s Hunter economic breakfast on 26 May. Blake is one of a 
number of local businesses collaborating to create a community cycle 
workshop at Lynch’s Hub on Wharf Road.  
 
His concept for Rickshaw Revolution is to develop cycle-based micro 
businesses with a core focus on short-run transport options and 
amusement hire alternatives.  
 
“I love Newcastle, I love living here, the history, the community, 
everything about it,” Blake told the 300-strong breakfast audience. 
“We’ve built a unique system allowing us to drive multiple slaved 
electric-assist systems to create a little cycle-train for rides at festivals 
and events.” 
 
Locals or visitors could take a pedicab tour and take a virtual reality 
look through a window into colonial Newcastle or follow dreamtime 
creatures through the landscape. The content could be adapted for 



gaming, with prospective markets for school excursions and sponsored 
festival installations. 
 
“The potential is enormous and repeatable in other locations,” Blake 
explained. “We are already set up with the bikes and it uses off-the-
shelf equipment. With the right collaborators and investors we could 
have tours up and running in time for the Supercars event and the 
Christmas school holidays.”  
 
Blake hopes to work with local planners and businesses to contribute to 
a vibrant and cosmopolitan street-scape in Newcastle.  
 
“We want to develop a point of difference that is valued and 
regarded as distinctly Novocastrian by visitors and locals alike,” he said. 
“Imagine coffee, barbeque and gelato rickshaw trailers for events, and 
safe and fun transport options to help enliven the night-time 
economy.” 
 
To get involved or find out more, visit www.rickshawrevolution.com.au 
 
 

http://www.rickshawrevolution.com.au/

